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Ternary CBe4Au4 cluster: a 16-electron system
with quasi-planar tetracoordinate carbon†

Jin-Chang Guo,‡ab Lin-Yan Feng‡b and Hua-Jin Zhai *b

Planar hypercoordinate carbons as exotic chemical species are dominated by 18-electron counting. We

report herein a 16-electron planar tetracoordinate carbon (ptC) cluster, CBe4Au4, which is quasi-planar

to be exact, being composed of a C center, a square-planar Be4 ring, and four outer Au bridges.

The quasi-ptC cluster is established as a global minimum via computer structural searches, located

14.6 kcal mol�1 below the nearest competitor at the CCSD(T) level. It shows thermodynamic and

electronic robustness, with a low electron affinity (1.54 eV at B3LYP) and a large HOMO–LUMO gap

(2.21 eV for excitation energy). Bonding analyses reveal 2p and 6s double aromaticity, in addition to four

three-center two-electron (3c-2e) Be–Au–Be s bonds, confirming that 16-electron counting is perfect

for the system. We believe that double (p and s) aromaticity is a general concept that governs planar or

quasi-planar carbons, which overrides the 18-electron rule. Competition between quasi-ptC and

tetrahedral carbon (thC) isomers in the CBe4M4 (M = K, Au, H, Cl) series is also examined, which sheds

crucial light on factors that govern the ptC clusters. The present findings offer opportunities for further

planar and unconventional molecules.

1. Introduction

Planar hypercoordinate carbon molecules1–22 have been researched
for half a century since the introduction of the idea of planar
tetracoordinate carbon (ptC) by Monkhorst in 1968,3 who
hypothesized that the transition state in interconversion of
enantiomers containing asymmetric carbon atoms can involve
a ptC, albeit without trying to stabilize such species. These
studies are motivated by pure chemical curiosity to understand,
alter, and design unconventional chemical bonds surrounding
a carbon center. As a consequence, planar hypercoordinate
carbons are normally quite unstable with respect to their
tetrahedral carbon (thC) rivals. Only a handful of them are

thermodynamically stable and viable, despite 50 years of pursuit
in the field.1 Notable examples of planar hypercoordinate
carbons are (i) 1,1-dilithiocyclopropane, the first stable ptC molecule
(relative to thC) as predicted by Pople and co-workers;5 (ii) the
observation via photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of a series of
CAl4

2� based ptC clusters (NaCAl4
�, CAl3Si�, and CAl3Ge�)6–10 by

Wang and Boldyrev, which are isovalent to the cis-CAl2Si2 and trans-
CAl2Si2 species computed earlier by Schleyer, Boldyrev, and
Simons;6,7 (iii) the discovery of the D5h CAl5

+ cluster as global
minimum (GM) by Zeng and co-workers,11 which contains
planar pentacoordinate carbon (ppC); and (iv) computer design
of ‘‘hyparenes’’ by Schleyer12 including a planar hexacoordinate
carbon (phC) CB6

2� cluster, the latter being unfortunately a
highly energetic local-minimum (LM) only.

In key literature on ptC and ppC clusters, the 18-electron
counting appears to be predominant. This was initiated by
Schleyer and Boldyrev in their 1991 ptC paper, which stated
that eighteen electrons are necessary and are the magic number
for planar species of this type.6 Boldyrev and Simons7 subsequently
reiterated the importance of 18-electron counting for ptC, as well
as three C-ligand s bonds and one C-ligand p bond, although the
term ‘‘aromaticity’’ was not used. Indeed, CAl4

2� or CAl5
+ based

clusters represent extensive and expanding classes of ptC/ppC
complexes,6–11,14–22 which are all 18-electron systems. Many of
the species were deliberately designed by following this magic
counting, stated or not. For example, the NaCAl4

� monoanion
cluster was experimentally produced as a salt complex,
Na+[CAl4

2�], so that ptC CAl4
2� unit is maintained with exactly
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18 electrons.9 Similarly, Bowen and co-workers21 conducted an
experimental study on the ptC CAl4H� cluster, in which the H
atom serves to test and manifest the 18-electron rule, as stated.
Merino and co-workers computationally designed a series of
CBe5

4� based derivatives and extended the 18-electron preference
rule, as explicitly stated, from ptCs to ppCs.17

Thus it seems to be fair to say that in the literature this
magic electron-counting is a ‘‘rule’’ for such exotic species. In
fact, this is the very reason why dianions, tetraanions, cations,
and salt complexes were computationally designed or experimentally
characterized. However, it remains unclear why 18-electron counting
is needed for a two-dimensional (2D) or quasi-2D cluster. One may
argue that 2D species follow distinct electron-counting rules as
compared to typical 3D systems, on which the 18-electron rule is
based. A 2D free-electron nanosystem, for instance, has revised
magic numbers with 6-, 8-, and 12-electrons, and so on, in which
18-electron is nonexistent.23 This is in sharp contrast to the 3D
shell model.24

Is 18-electron counting really required in order to stabilize
the ptC/ppC complexes? Is it merely coincidental? Can other
electron-counting be electronically better suited for specific ptC
systems? Indeed, the electron counting rule for ptCs is known
to depend strongly on the chemical surrounding, which can be
found in particular in the excellent review by Keese.2 Herein we
seek to address these questions using a ternary C–Be–Au
system. Specifically, we explore CBe4Au4

0/�/2� clusters with
16, 17, and 18 electrons, which are isovalent to the CAl4

0/�/2�

species.6–10 While 18-electron CAl4
2� based species (and 17-electron

CAl4
�) are ptC complexes, 16-electron neutral CAl4 is known to be a

thC cluster.8 The lowest planar isomer of neutral CAl4 contains a
tricoordinate carbon, rather than ptC. In this work, our computer
global structural searches show that CBe4Au4

0/�/2� (1–3) clusters all
assume star-like structures with ptC or quasi-ptC. In particular, C4v

CBe4Au4 (1) as a quasi-planar cluster is rather well defined on its
potential energy surface, being 14.60 kcal mol�1 more stable than
the nearest isomer at the CCSD(T) level, which differs distinctly
from the isovalent, thC CAl4 cluster. To our knowledge, the CBe4Au4

(1) cluster is the first example of ptC (or quasi-ptC) with
16-electron counting.

Chemical bonding analyses suggest that the quasi-ptC
CBe4Au4 (1) cluster possesses 2p and 6s double aromaticity,
in addition to four Be–Au–Be three-center two-electron (3c-2e) s
bonds on the periphery, thus forming an ideal electronic
system without the need to fulfill the so-called 18-electron rule.

We believe that the presence of one p and three s delocalized
bonds in planar hypercoordinate carbons (or more generally,
p/s double aromaticity) is necessary to stabilize such systems,
even without fulfilling the 18-electron counting. The latter is
not a law; it is only a guide. This understanding suggests further
opportunities to design planar, unconventional molecules.

2. Methods

Structural searches were performed for neutral CBe4Au4 and its
CBe4Au4

2� dianion, using the Coalescence Kick (CK) algorithm25–27

at the hybrid B3LYP/lanl2dz level.28,29 More than 1000 stationary
points were probed on the potential energy surface for each of the
species, primarily focusing on singlets. About 800 triplet structures
were also searched for neutral CBe4Au4. Top low-lying isomers were
subsequently re-optimized at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level.30 Low-
lying isomers of the CBe4Au4

� monoanion were obtained on
the basis of those of the neutral and dianion species, and
no independent CK searches were performed for CBe4Au4

�.
Frequency calculations were done at B3LYP/def2-TZVP to ensure
that the reported structures are true minima, unless stated
otherwise. To benchmark the energetics, single-point CCSD(T)
calculations31–33 were carried out for top four isomers at the
B3LYP/def2-TZVP geometries.

Natural bond orbital (NBO) analyses34 were carried out at
B3LYP/def2-TZVP to obtain natural atomic charges and Wiberg
bond indices (WBIs). Nucleus independent chemical shifts
(NICSs)35 were calculated to assess p/s aromaticity for selected
species. Vertical detachment energies (VDEs) and electron affinities
(EAs) were calculated using the time-dependent B3LYP (TD-B3LYP)
method.36,37 All electronic structure calculations were done
using Gaussian 09.38 Molecular structures and canonical
molecular orbitals (CMOs) were visualized using CYLview and
GaussView 5.0.39,40

3. Results
3.1. Planar tetracoordinate carbon (ptC) CBe4Au4

0/�/2�

clusters

Top low-lying structures of CBe4Au4
0/�/2� as identified from our

CK global searches are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 (ESI†).
Species 1–3 are the GM structures of the neutral, monoanion, and
dianion, respectively, which are 14.60, 4.15, and 5.49 kcal mol�1

Fig. 1 Optimized global-minimum (GM) structures at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level for CBe4Au4 (1, C4v,
1A1), CBe4Au4

� (2, C4v,
2B1), and CBe4Au4

2�

(3, D4h, 1A1g). Bond distances (in Å) and natural atomic charges (in |e|; red color) are shown.
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more stable than their closest competitors at the single-point
CCSD(T) level. In terms of energetics, GM 1 of neutral CBeAl4 is
particularly well defined on its potential energy surface.

Bond distances, NBO charges, and WBIs of 1–3 are presented
in Fig. 1 and Fig. S2 (ESI†). For reference, a single C–Be bond
has an upper bound of 1.77 Å and that of Au–Be is 2.26 Å, based
on the covalent atomic radii.41 The Be2 dimer is van der Waals
type (2.45 Å)42 and Be2

+ with a half bond is 2.21 Å.43 Thus C–Be
bonding in 1–3 (1.63–1.66 Å) is relatively uniform and strong,
probably beyond a single bond. The Au–Be bridging bond
(2.28–2.30 Å) is also strong, being marginally weaker than the
single bond. In contrast, the peripheral Be–Be link expands
gradually with charge state (2.18, 2.26, and 2.34 Å from 1 to 3),
the shortest one being close to a half bond. Expansion of the
Be–Be link facilitates planarization of ptC or quasi-ptC clusters,
with an overall out-of-plane distortion of 0.52 Å for 1, 0.38 Å for
2, and none for 3. GM 3 is perfectly planar. The WBI data are
consistent with these analyses (Fig. S2, ESI†). However, the WBI
values are markedly lower than the bond orders described
above, due to mixed ionic/covalent nature of C–Be and Au–Be
bonding, as also reflected from the NBO charges (Fig. 1).

Strictly speaking, the title cluster, 16-electron GM 1 of neutral
CBe4Au4, is quasi-planar only. However, the out-of-plane distortion
in 1 and 2 is about 1/6 to 1/8 with respect to the diagonal Be–Be
distance, indicating that these clusters are rather flat and can be
approximately called planar. Note that here in this paper, ‘‘ptC’’ is
relative to ‘‘thC’’, which are distinct isomers. In this context, ptC
and quasi-ptC do not make a fundamental difference. In response
to a reviewer, we also note that the dianion ptC CBe4Au4

2� (3)
cluster may be stabilized as salt complexes. Selected structures of
CBe4Au4Na� and CBe4Au4Na2 at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level are
shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†). The structures are true minima on their
potential energy surfaces, in which the CBe4 core is preserved, with
slight out-of-plane distortions of 0.38 and 0.39 Å, respectively. Such
distortion is smaller than cluster 1 and comparable to 2. In short,
these salt complexes are quasi-ptC species.

Among the low-lying isomers in Fig. S1 (ESI†), six out of nine
also contain a quasi-planar CBe4 core: 1B, 2B–2D, 3B, and 3C.
In all cases, Be4 in the CBe4 core does not form a closed ring,
primarily due to asymmetric coordination of Au atoms (terminal
or bridging). Thus, CBe4 has great potential to support a ptC or
quasi-ptC center, albeit being highly distorted for the majority
of the isomers. It appears that an Au bridge brings two Be atoms

closer, whereas Au terminal breaks a Be–Be link. Indeed, a 3D
isomer with four Au terminals has D4h geometry, perfectly
planar and completely open, although it is 26.98 kcal mol�1

above GM 3. Interestingly, the isovalent CBe4H4
2� dianion44

was previously shown to have a 3D structure as GM. Therefore,
despite the Au/H isolobal analogy,45–47 CBe4Au4

2� and CBe4H4
2�

clusters have distinct potential landscapes.

3.2. Typical structures of CAl4
0/�/2� clusters and quasi-ptC

versus thC isomers of CBe4M4 (M = K, H, Cl)

For comparison with CBe4Au4
0/�/2� (1–3), we re-optimized

selected structures of their isovalent CAl4
0/�/2� species

(Fig. 2).8,9 The neutral CAl4 cluster assumes thC GM, 4 (Td,
1A1), with a tricoordinate carbon LM 5 (C2v, 1A1) being located
9.55 kcal mol�1 higher at CCSD(T). The perfect ptC structure 6
(D4h, 1A1g) is a third-order saddle point at 15.30 kcal mol�1,
which converts to 5 upon removal of imaginary frequencies.
The monoanion and dianion are perfect ptC clusters, 7 (D4h,
2B2g) and 8 (D4h, 1A1g). According to the recommended covalent
atomic radii,41 C–Al and Al–Al single bonds are around 2.0 and
2.5 Å, respectively. Thus 4 has typical C–Al single bonds, as
anticipated. Those in LM 5 are beyond single bonds, suggesting
delocalized C–Al bonding within the CAl3 unit in addition to
single bonds. Structures 6–8 have similar C–Al and Al–Al
distances, except for a slight shrink upon addition of charges.
Again, WBIs are smaller than the bond orders described above,
due to the ionic nature of C–Al bonding (Fig. S4, ESI†).

To gain insight into bonding of the 16-electron quasi-ptC
CBe4Au4 (1) cluster and C2v CAl4 (5), we optimized relevant C4v

(9–11) and Td structures of isovalent CBe4M4 (M = K, H, Cl)
clusters, as illustrated in Fig. S5 and S6 (ESI†). Note that 10 and
11 are LM structures only. Compared to CBe4Au4 (1), the C–Be
distances in 9–11 (1.60–1.63 Å) virtually do not change. The
Be–Be distances in 1 (2.18 Å) and 9 (2.21 Å) are also similar,
whereas those in 11 (2.11 Å) and in particular 10 (1.93 Å) are
markedly shortened. Likewise, atomic charges on the C center
are similar for 1, 9, and 11 (�2.12, �2.32, and �2.28 |e|), as
compared to a lower one for 10 (�1.56 |e|).

For Td clusters, the C–Be distances are nearly identical for
CBe4M4 (M = K, Au, H, Cl), amounting to 1.63–1.64 Å. Atomic
charges on C decrease smoothly along the series, but the overall
changes are moderate: �2.88, �2.64, �2.52, and �2.48 |e|. In
contrast, charges on Be differ significantly along the series

Fig. 2 Selected optimized structures of CAl4
0/�/2� clusters at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level: GM for neutral (4, Td, 1A1); local-minimum (LM) for neutral

(5, C2v,
1A1), 9.55 kcal mol�1 above GM at single-point CCSD(T); planar tetracoordinate carbon (ptC) neutral (6, D4h, 1A1) as a third-order saddle point,

15.30 kcal mol�1 above GM; GM for monoanion (7, D4h, 2B2g); and GM for dianion (8, D4h, 1A1g). Bond distances (in Å) and natural atomic charges (in |e|;
red color) are shown.
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(0.28, 0.84, 1.04, and 1.04 |e|, respectively), due to the distinct
bonding of Be–K, Be–Au, Be–H, and Be–Cl. Following the above
trend, charges on M are +0.44, �0.18, �0.41, and �0.42 |e|
along the series.

3.3. Molecular dynamics of CBe4Au4
0/�/2� clusters

Thermodynamic and molecular dynamic stability of a ptC or
quasi-ptC species benefits its potential synthesis in the gas phase.
Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations
were performed for clusters 1–3 at the B3LYP/C,Be/6-31G(d)/Au/
lanl2dz level, for 30 ps at room temperature (298 K). All species
1–3 maintain their structural integrity and ptC or quasi-ptC
geometry during BOMD simulations (Fig. 3), which are robust
against isomerization and decomposition. Major spikes in 1 and
2 are due to inversion vibration of C up and down the Be4 plane,
which is associated with their quasi-planar C4v geometry,
suggesting that the Be4 ring is quite soft. The observation is
in line with their low Be–Be bond order (0.20–0.23; Fig. S2,
ESI†). The frequent occurrence of inversion spikes in 2 is
consistent with its lower inversion barrier: 0.35 kcal mol�1 for
2 versus 2.54 kcal mol�1 for 1 at B3LYP/def2-TZVP.

4. Discussion
4.1. Robustness of the quasi-ptC CBe4Au4 cluster and its
16-electron counting

Our CK searches clearly show that, among neutral, monoanion,
and dianion CBe4Au4

0/�/2� clusters, the potential energy surface
of CBe4Au4 is much simpler (Fig. S1, ESI†). Indeed, the quasi-ptC
CBe4Au4 1 (C4v,

1A1) cluster is well defined as GM, with an edge of

14.60 kcal mol�1 at CCSD(T). While the overall out-of-plane
distortion of C gradually diminishes from 0.52, 0.38, to 0.00 Å
in 1–3, the energetics also decreases to 4.15 and 5.49 kcal mol�1

in 2 and 3, respectively. It is thus fair to conclude that the
CBe4Au4 (1) cluster is energetically robust.

In fact, CBe4Au4 (1) is the first ptC or quasi-ptC species with
16-electron counting, to our knowledge. It is electronically
robust as well, despite the fact that a 16-electron system does
not conform to the 18-electron ‘‘rule’’.6–11,14–24 Based on the
TD-B3LYP calculations, a simulated PES spectrum of the mono-
anion quasi-ptC C4v CBe4Au4

� (2) cluster is generated (Fig. 4).
The ground-state 1A1 band has a rather low VDE of 1.57 eV, followed
by a sizable energy gap of B2.2 eV. Both numbers are indicative of
electronic inertness of the CBe4Au4 (1) neutral species, which has a
low EA value and a large HOMO–LUMO gap, justifying a stable
16-electron system. Quantitatively, the EA of CBe4Au4 (1) is
calculated to be 1.54 at the B3LYP level and further refined to
1.28 eV at single-point CCSD(T). In contrast, the 18-electron CAl4

2�

(8) based NaCAl4
� cluster9 has an experimental adiabatic detach-

ment energy (ADE) of 2.02 eV and a small energy gap of 0.63 eV.
We shall now comment on the electron-counting ‘‘rule’’

of ptC and ppC complexes. Existing knowledge favors the
18-electron counting,6–11,14–22 which contains four/five lone-
pairs on ligands for ptC/ppC species, respectively. Complexes
with other electron-counting are rare but still possible. For
example, (i) ptC CLi3E (E = As–Bi) and CLi3E+ (E = O–Po) were
reported as 12-electron GM structures,48 albeit with presumably
only one lone-pair; (ii) ptC Si2CH2 was computed as LM with
14-electron;49 (iii) ptC CB4

+ as GM has 15 electrons;50 (iv) ptC
CAl4

� and CAl3E (E = Si, Ge) follow 17-electron counting;8,10

(v) ptC C5
2� has 22 electrons;51 and (vi) phC CB6

2� has 24-electron
counting.12 The above survey suggests that the 18-electron rule,
which has been useful in the field of planar hypercoordinate
carbons, should be viewed as a guide rather than a law. The
present 16-electron quasi-ptC system offers yet a new exception for
the ‘‘rule’’. As we will show below, it is not the number of electrons
that dictates the ptC or quasi-ptC complexes, it is double (p and s)
aromaticity that underlies such species.

4.2. Chemical bonding in the quasi-ptC CBe4Au4 cluster

Why is 16-electron quasi-ptC CBe4Au4 (1) cluster stable? Bonding
analyses provide the key insight. Fig. 5 depicts all CMOs of 1,
including the LUMO. Its eight occupied CMOs can be divided
into three mutually orthogonal subsystems: (i) four CMOs that
are largely Au s/d based (Fig. 5(b)), which can readily be trans-
formed to four Be–Au–Be 3c-2e s bonds on the periphery; (ii) a s
sextet (Fig. 5(d)) akin to the prototypical p sextet in benzene,
which is globally delocalized with components from the C center,
the inner Be4 ring, and the peripheral Be4Au4 ring (Table S1,
ESI†); (iii) a 2p delocalized subsystem being located primarily on
the CBe4 core (Fig. 5(c)). Adaptive natural density partitioning
(AdNDP)52 elegantly recovers the above picture; see Fig. 6.

In short, CMO and AdNDP bonding analyses suggest that
16-electron counting is ideal for quasi-ptC CBe4Au4 (1) species,
which features 2p and 6s double aromaticity in addition to four
peripheral 3c-2e Be–Au–Be s bonds. Indeed, for this ternary

Fig. 3 Root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) of the ptC or quasi-ptC GM
structures 1–3 of CBe4Au4

0/�/2� clusters during Born–Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations at 298 K.
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system, the LUMO is dominated by four-center Be s/p inter-
action, which is formally antibonding between neighboring Be
atoms (although it is weakly bonding as far as an eight-
membered Be4Au4 ring is concerned). For such a system,
17- or 18-electron counting does not gain much extra bonding,
thus further reinforcing the importance of 16-electron counting.
Double aromaticity in 1 is independently confirmed via NICS
calculations (Fig. S7, ESI†).53 We believe that the concept of
double (p and s) aromaticity applies for all planar hypercoordinate
carbons,1,2 which explains why 18-electron counting is not
necessarily a rule for such species (see Section 4.1). This under-
standing also opens the door for the rational design of 2D
clusters with yet unknown electron-counting.

For comparison, the isovalent C2v CAl4 (5) cluster has a
different bonding pattern (Fig. S8(a), ESI†). Its HOMO�3 is a
global 2p bond, whereas HOMO�7 is a delocalized radial s bond
mainly on the tricoordinate CAl3 unit. The HOMO�5/HOMO�2
combination recovers two C–Al s bonds in the vertical direction.

Likewise, the HOMO�6/HOMO�4 combination is responsible
for a C–Al s bond on the right side and a rough Al 2s lone-pair on
the left. HOMO�1 is primarily a 3c-2e Al–Al–Al s bond, orienting
tangentially to the Al3C ring. Lastly, the HOMO is approximated
to an Al 2s lone-pair at the right end. Thus C2v CAl4 (5) is also
doubly delocalized, albeit with 2p and 2s electrons only. The Al3C
ring in 5 features 2p aromaticity and weaker 2s aromaticity,
because the electron cloud of the latter leans to the right. The
bonding pattern of Td CAl4 (4) is much simpler, with four C–Al
s bonds and four Al 2s lone-pairs (Fig. S8(b), ESI†).

4.3. Competition between quasi-ptC and thC isomers in
CBe4M4 (M = K, Au, H, Cl)

To shed further light on the chemical bonding in ptC or quasi-ptC
clusters and the competition between ptC and thC isomers, we
examine the energetics of a series of 16-electron CBe4M4 (M = K,
Au, H, Cl) clusters, that is, 1 and 9–11, in which M covers a
diversity of elements from alkali metal, coinage metal, hydrogen,

Fig. 4 Simulated photoelectron spectrum of the quasi-ptC C4v CBe4Au4
� (2) anion cluster, using the time-dependent B3LYP (TD-B3LYP) method. The

simulation was done by fitting the distribution of calculated VDEs with unit-area Gaussian functions of 0.04 eV halfwidth.

Fig. 5 Canonical molecular orbitals (CMOs) of the 16-electron quasi-ptC C4v CBe4Au4 (1) cluster. (a) LUMO. (b) Four s CMOs based on Be s/p and Au s/d
atomic orbitals (AOs), which can be transformed into four Be–Au–Be three-center two-electron (3c-2e) s bonds. (c) One p CMO located on the CBe4

core. (d) Three radial s CMOs, primarily located on the CBe4 core. The delocalized (c) 2p and (d) 6s subsystems render double aromaticity for the cluster.
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to halogen. Note that in CBe4Cl4 (11), each Cl ligand maintains
three lone-pairs and can be viewed as valence one. Thus 11 is
effectively a 16-electron system. Optimized structures, NBO
charges, and WBIs of CBe4M4 (M = K, Au, H, Cl) are presented
in Fig. S5 and S6 (ESI†). All thC species assume Td symmetry. For
quasi-ptC C4v species, the out-of-plane distortion of M spans a
range of 0.31, 0.52, 0.88, and 0.66 Å for M = K–Cl, with CBe4H4 (10)
having the greatest pyramidal distortion.

Relative energy (DE) between quasi-ptC and thC isomers of
CBe4M4 depends sensitively on M, as illustrated in Fig. 7 for

single-point CCSD(T) data. By definition, a negative DE means
that a quasi-ptC isomer is more stable and vice versa. Thus,
quasi-ptC is most favored for CBe4Au4 (by 14.82 kcal mol�1),
whereas CBe4H4 leans to thC by a large margin (43.04 kcal mol�1).
This observation is remarkable, in particular, considering the fact
of Au/H isolobal analogy in mixed clusters.45–47 To rationalize the
trend, we mention just a few points. First, C–Be–Au bonding
in CBe4Au4 (1) appears to be most delocalized as revealed from
the orbital component analysis of the HOMO with global
contributions from C/Be4/Au4 (Table S2, ESI†), and the geometric

Fig. 6 Bonding pattern for the 16-electron quasi-ptC cluster C4v CBe4Au4 (1) as revealed from adaptive natural density partitioning (AdNDP). LP stands
for a lone pair. Occupation numbers (ONs) are indicated.

Fig. 7 Relative energy (DE) of quasi-ptC versus thC structures of the CBe4M4 (M = K, Au, H, Cl) series at the single-point CCSD(T) level, with zero-point
energy (ZPE) corrections at B3LYP/def2-TZVP. The thC species is used as reference and negative DE indicates that the quasi-ptC structure is more stable.
The quasi-ptC CBe4Au4 (1) and thC CBe4H4 species show remarkable stability.
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size of this quasi-ptC cluster is among the largest (Fig. S5, ESI†).
Both factors stabilize 1 as a doubly aromatic system. In contrast,
the HOMO of 9 is confined within CBe4, as is that of 10. Second,
the maximum of out-of-plane distortion in 10 (0.88 Å) is a con for
p/s delocalization and thus destabilizes it. This distortion is due
to the small size of H atom, which makes the shortest Be–Be
distance in the Be4 ring (1.93 Å; Fig. S5, ESI†) and pushes the C
center out significantly. Third, the Td isomer gains stability via
C–Be–M s conjugation, as exemplified by the HOMO. In
particular, Td CBe4H4 shows a maximum of s conjugation,
which is completely delocalized on C/Be/H (Table S3, ESI†),
thus explaining why quasi-ptC CBe4H4 (10) has the least relative
stability (Fig. 7). Lastly, we comment that the instability
of isomer 5 of CAl4 (relative to 4) is likely associated with
substantial Coulomb repulsion. Indeed, the C center in 5 carries
the largest amount of negative charges among all quasi-planar
species (Fig. S5, ESI†). A Td configuration such as 4 can
effectively reduce the Coulomb repulsion. By putting in extra
charges, atomic charges on Al sites decrease steadily in 7 and 8,
making the ptC isomer competitive (Fig. 2).

5. Conclusions

We have computationally designed a ternary quasi-planar tetra-
coordinate carbon (quasi-ptC) cluster, C4v CBe4Au4. It is clearly
the global minimum of the system via computer structural
searches. With 16-electron counting, the quasi-ptC cluster does
not follow the 18-electron rule, which dominates planar hyper-
coordinate carbon complexes. Chemical bonding analyses suggest
that CBe4Au4 has four three-center two-electron (3c-2e) Be–Au–Be s
bonds, being further stabilized by 2p and 6s double aromaticity,
which conform to the (4n + 2) Hückel rule. This bonding pattern
helps rationalize the 16-electron counting as an ideal choice for the
system. The competition between quasi-ptC and tetrahedral carbon
(thC) isomers in the isovalent CBe4M4 (M = K, Au, H, Cl) series sheds
light on key factors that govern the ptC or quasi-ptC clusters, such
as the extent of electron delocalization, ring size surrounding the
C center, and s conjugation in the rivaling thC cluster.
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